


Love’s faithful is a “polyptych in seven panels” written by Marco Martinelli “about” Dante Alighieri and our present 

day. Different voices speak to us in the individual panels: the fog of a dawn in 1321, the demon of the pit where 

the merchants of death are punished, a donkey that carried the poet on his last journey, the “scolding” imp who 

incites brawls about money, Italy kicking herself, Alighieri’s daughter Antonia, and “an end that is not an end”. These 

voices speak to us of the refugee, of the poet fled from his own city which has condemned him to burning at the 

stake; and now he is on his deathbed, exiled in Ravenna, sick with ague. First the fog slips in through the window 

cracks, enters that little room, and it describes him on the threshold of the extreme transition. Those voices are su-

spended between the fourteenth century and our own day, and Martinelli’s writing accepts, and not from today, the 

Dantesque challenge to hold together political and metaphysical “reality”, chronicle and spirituality.    

Love is evoked as the polestar of the Love’s faithful, a force that frees humanity from violence, that saves “the gar-

den plot that renders us so fierce”. The voices of this “polyptych” are one single voice that can contain numberless 

voices, that of Ermanna Montanari: air, fire, sound, matter. 

This “polyptych” for the stage enriches the itinerary which, together with Ravenna Festival, Martinelli, Montanari and 

Teatro delle Albe began in 2017 with Inferno, and which will continue in 2019 and 2021 with the other two parts 

of The Divine Comedy.

Love’s faithful  is one more tessera in their ceaseless dramaturgical, vocal, musical and visual research, alongside 

such wise folk as Luigi Ceccarelli and Marco Olivieri, Anusc Castiglioni and Simone Marzocchi; and it lies in that 

furrow where the vocal-sound alchemy of the figure is central.
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Alchemy
Yesterday we decided to award ourselves two days of complete silence so as to put some order into the difficult 

research for our upcoming work: Love’s faithful, what an effort to spring lightly. For months we’ve been poised over 

this material, consisting of musical pieces and poetry, mostly from Inferno, the work on Dante we did last summer. 

We decided to close ourselves “to the world”. A hard thing for us who are always likely to say yes, to dialogue, to 

the surface that is the skin of things, and certainly very substantial, but in these days of concentration, all this noise 

runs the risk of becoming confusion. Rocklike faith in the reference community gets to be exhausting and we have 

to separate ourselves from outside. For me it isn’t all that difficult, but for Marco it’s a condition to be declared to 

the company. Marco has daily liturgies, limpid as Renaissance architecture.  

After waking, after dedicating half an hour to his person, the day begins for writing and reading and phoning, where-

as for me the morning is all jumbled, when it actually is morning, and which is often midday. It depends on whether 

I feel like washing or not, having breakfast or not, going for an hour’s walk on the beach or staying in and watching 

a cop film on Netflix, or... Marco smiles and waits. And then, when I’m ready, we begin. 

How in these days to proceed with the devising of Love’s faithful?

One begins with the unexpected.

This time we’re really all at sea. The material we’re working on doesn’t satisfy us, seems weak. Maybe it’s only an 

affection for those dark rhythms that the musicians’ percussions have left in our heads, for those verses of Ugolino 

that keep running through your mind. We’ve brought in a shadow theatre wizard, Anousc, because it feels essential 

to work with such a potent filter in order to metterci a petto on Dante, on the Vita Nuova, on the confraternity of 

Love’s faithful. But shadow turns out to be an end in itself and we can’t see ourselves in relation to it. The same with 

Ceccarelli, we’ve got no indications for the music, we don’t have a plausible structure to pitch him so that he can 

start his journey through sounds. We’re mute. Both of us with our reference instruments. 

Marco reading Eliot and Pound, me down on the ground, on a floor covered with sheets and photocopies of images 

that say nothing to me. We’re in the abyss, a sidereal distance separates us from seeing the work. Calm prevails, 

there’s faith in the other, in a possible epiphany. I pick up a poem from the floor, copied on a scrap of paper under a 

crooked drawing of a sail. Dated last January: Love, today your name / slipped from my lips / as the last stair eludes 

the foot... / Now the water of life is spilt / and the whole long climb / must recommence. / I bartered you, love, 

with words. / Dark honey that smells / inside diaphanous pots / beneath sixteen / hundred years of lava / I shall 

recognise you by the immortal / silence. The poem is by Cristina Campo. Her crystalline writing, her devotion to the 

word, urges me to read it to Marco who, like her, is committed to taking account of every word, words of stone that 

would like to aim at song. The architectonic score of writers’ brains has always 

fascinated me, and I obediently submit to listening. Writing for them is sacred space. And sometimes words rise 

up like a dam and break through the toughness of a subject reluctant to make itself visible. As I read aloud Marco 

beats out the time on his thigh with a pencil, as he often does, as if he were listening mentally to the harmony of the 

world, while I stretch out motionless on the cold marble floor. At a certain point of the night, after hours and hours 

of fruitless hypotheses and shipwrecked ideas, as if at the end of an initiatory ceremony begun in the wake of those 

amorous lines that Campo had left in the daytime, I happen to say: “Marco, what about the fog speaking? The fog, 

yes, a figure that takes on a voice, a figure of the world.” Marco looks at me, surprised. The fog, right, the fog. The 

fog that enveloped Ravenna on the night between 13th and 14th September 1321, when Dante was dying of ague, 

delirious, surrounded by his dearest, the pupils of the Studio, the lords of the city. And he starts writing. The tap 

has been turned on.

Ermanna Montanari
Ravenna, 3rd March 2018



Ermanna Montanari
Ermanna Montanari, actress, author and set designer, founded the Teatro delle Albe (1983) with Marco Martinelli, 

sharing its artistic direction. For her work as actress-writer, and in particular for an extraordinary itinerary of vocal 

research, she has received prestigious acknowledgements among which: four Ubu Prizes (the Oscars of Italian 

theatre) as “best actress” and “best curatorial project” for Inferno; the Golden Laurel at the international Festival 

Mess in Sarajevo; the Lo straniero Prize “dedicated to the memory of Carmelo Bene”; the Eleonora Duse Prize; 

the Prize of the Associazione Nazionale Critici di Teatro and the Vereinigung Deutsch-Italienischer Kultur Gesel-

lschaften cultural award 2018. In 2011 she took over artistic direction of the international Street Theatre Festival of 

Santarcangelo (41st edition). 

She writes for national and international magazines such as The Open Page, doppiozero, Teatro e Storia and Cul-

ture teatrali. In 2012 Titivillus published a biography by Laura Mariani, Ermanna Montanari: fare disfare rifare nel 

Teatro delle Albe (in 2017 also an English edition Do, undo, do over. Ermanna Montanari in Teatro delle Albe). In 

the same year Quodlibet published a book edited by Enrico Pitozzi titled Acusma Figura e voce nel teatro sonoro di 

Ermanna Montanari (Italian/English edition). In relation to her vocal research, CDs are available of L’isola di Alcina 

and Ouverture Alcina (Ravenna Teatro), La Mano and Rosvita (Luca Sossella Editore). 

Marco Martinelli
Marco Martinelli, playwright and director, founded the Teatro delle Albe (1983) with Ermanna Montanari, sharing its 

artistic direction. His numerous acknowledgements include: five Ubu Prizes as director, playwright and educator, 

and “best curatorial project” for Inferno; the Hystrio Prize; the Golden Laurel - Mess Festival; the Prize for Career 

Achievement - Festival Journées théâtrales de Carthage, and the Vereinigung Deutsch-Italienischer Kultur Gesel-

lschaften cultural award 2018. 

His texts have been published and staged in Italy, France (playwriting projects Face à Face and Fabulamundi), Bel-

gium, Germany, Romania, Slovakia, Chile, Brazil and the United States (in 2018 in New York, the Italian Playwrights 

Project will dedicate a focus on his playwriting, in collaboration with The Martin E. Segal Theatre Center and La 

MaMa Experimental Theatre). In 2017 he debuted in film with Aung San Suu Kyi’s Life Under Arrest - written and 

directed by Martinelli, script co-written by Martinelli and Montanari who also plays the title role. It was previewed 

at the Biografilm and subsequently shown at other international festivals before being screened on general release 

and recognised as being of cultural interest by the MiBACT-Direzione Cinema. 

In 2018 his Farsi luogo was published in French: Se faire lieu. Brèche dans le théâtre en 101 mouvements, fo-

reword by Marco Consolini - Université de la Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3, Alternatives théâtrales. In 2018 Editoria&-

Spettacolo published Marco Martinelli Un Drammaturgo Corsaro, edited by Maria Dolores Pesce. 

He is founder of the non-school, a theatre-educational practice with adolescents which has become a point of 

reference from Ravenna to Naples and Dakar, from Mons to New York.

Ermanna Montanari and Marco Martinelli work in Teatro delle Albe since 1983, in 1991 they founded 

Ravenna Teatro, Centre of production with headquarters at the Teatro Rasi in Ravenna - formerly the church of 

Santa Chiara, then a riding school, and since the end of the 19th century a theatre - uniting an ethical necessity of 

roots in the polis with an international vocation.





March 2019

I accuse

RENATE KLETT

The Teatro delle Albe’s fedeli d’Amore is a large-scale J’accuse that culminates in a broad 

condemnaton of the mafa and politcs

The Teatro delle Albe, based in Ravenna, is one of Italy’s most compelling theatre groups. Marco 

Martnelli, the company’s artstc director, writer, stage director, animator and conceptual driving force,  

envisions his works as theatrical adventures with an uncertain outcome, whether it is a whole city or a  

single person that occupies the stage. Ermanna Montanari, actress and undaunted batle companion, 

lends wings to his visions in a fully autonomous way.

The Albe’s current project-challenge – to complete, over the next two years, a staging of Dante’s entre 

Divina Commedia – is fanked by a theatrical poem narratng the poet’s life and works in seven tableaux; 

seven apparitons, that dissipate sofly onstage.

The worlds of sound and words created by Montanari, an extraordinary vocal acrobat, enthral and 

frighten their listeners, instlling bliss and turmoil, uneasiness and freedom. Last year, her astonishing  

vocal power earned her, once again, the Ubu prize for best actress.

fedeli d'Amore – this is the ttle of the poem – was the codeword for a secret congregaton of poets and 

idealists in Florence, to which Dante Alighieri probably belonged. Ermanna Montanari is at the back of a 

dark stage, holding a microphone that amplifes her voice without modifying it. Because this is her art:  

introducing infnite variatons while shoutng, whispering, disquietng, commanding, gasping, cackling, 

sparkling, chortling, rantng, and so on. Using her voice, she smiles, cries, tussles and dances; she  

creates, for each tableau, atmospheres that says things that words alone are not always able to say. 

Trumpet player Simone Marzocchi, from the semi-darkness, intervenes every now and then, improvising 

a suggestve dialogue between the voice and sound.

The poem begins with Dante’s death in Ravenna: this frst tableau is imbued with shards of memories,  

fear and hope. The mist coming in through the window speaks to Dante, lamentng his sad life, driven  

away from everywhere he setles, always a fugitve and now dying in exile. In one of the following  

tableaux a donkey is the one who speaks, and does so in the Romagna dialect. The animal is proud to  

carry the poet on its back; it recognises his greatness much beter than humans, blinded by their 

prejudice. Its ancestors carried Jesus to Jerusalem, so its feels a partcular closeness with the cross, 

recognising its shape everywhere: on its back, in nature, in the form taken on by men when they spread 

their arms open wide to bar the way.

Montanari does not allow herself to be entced by asinine-onomatopoetc imitaton, but gives the 

animal all the force and clarity of her own voice; she takes it seriously, turning it into an imaginary fgure 

onstage. She gives each tableau a vocal-acoustc setng, and varies it with infnite nuances. Remaining 

within a chiaroscuro, hieratc and subtle, she is a shadow who comes from the reign of death, or of  

poetry. When, at tmes, a beam of light comes up against her, we almost feel frightened by this sudden 

encounter with reality.



All of this is done with a great deal of artstry, and without the least pretentousness, because this  

language is anchored to reality in its way of describing conditons, factcity and sensatons; at the same 

tme, it is transfgured in a Dantean way and flled with sadness.

The ffh tableau is the most incisive one; here, the condemnaton extends into our own tme, touching  

on present-day Italy with a wide-ranging accusaton aimed at the mafa and the lega, at politcal 

blindness and the cynicism of proft in modern democracies. An enormous j'accuse, pronounced 

staccato in the closing enumeraton, with a desperate power. Italy, and its couldn’t-give-a-damn 

attude, is a stnky and rotng swamp, but is stll beautful even when it moves us to tears. There is a  

huge amount of love in this trade, and this makes it all the more heartrending.

Martnelli’s stage poem has an enormous illuminatng force, and in its concise staging it seems to be  

able to move mountains. This is how the Teatro delle Albe is now preparing for the large project to be 

completed within 2021, in Ravenna, Matera and Timisoara in Romania (the later two being capitals of 

culture in 2019 and 2021, respectvely). Our expectatons are high.



1st July 2018

BY RODOLFO DI GIAMMARCO

An unsetling Bermuda Triangle type phenomenon was noted at the Naples Theatre Festval regarding 

three shows of uncommon acuteness founded on the absence of our cult authors' writng – one 

classical, one modern, one contemporary – authors who however have ended up by inspiring tributes 

and transpositons in the form of singular stage languages. […] Marco Martnelli and Ermanna 

Montanari, respectvely writer and performer of the Albe and co-directors, have fne-tuned – with  

Love’s faithful. Polyptych in seven panels for Dante Alighieri – an interlude between their recent choral 

Inferno and the upcoming Purgatory and Paradise, pausing over the death throes of Dante in Ravenna. 

Ermanna, alone, imposing and radical, at the lectern or on stage, with that great voice, a sort of peasant  

argot that makes no concessions, at grips with “Ah servile Italy” and also “lacerated Italy”, “Italy that 

spits blood”, “Italy of sorcerer dictators”, “Italy a dént sgregn (with clenched teeth)”, while the Poet’s 

daughter watches over the dying genius.

[extract from Il fu Mata errante, «La Repubblica»]



ROMA

7th July 2018

Naples Theatre Festval 

BY FRANCESCA SATURNINO

The dense voyage that Ermanna Montanari takes us on in Love’s Faithful is an installaton of 

contemporary art and Theatre. Alone at the lectern, and then accompanied by the descents of acute  

and hallucinatng notes from Simone Marzocchi’s trumpet and the highly refned score of Luigi  

Ceccarelli, Montanari is transfxed by lights that pierce the existental darkness in which she is 

immersed. The set is a postmodern polyptych of words and images projected onto the backdrop, at the  

centre a skeleton of Mondrianesque evocaton, overlapping squares and rectangles. Between stage and 

stalls, an opaque curtain: Montanari and the musician are apparitons. Ghosts, momentary incarnatons 

ready to disappear. Martnelli’s writng, soaked in Ravenna dialect and sttched into the polyhedric voice 

of the witch Montanari, recounts – and imagines – slices of the life and thoughts of the exiled poet, 

hunted, a refugee. His twenty years of fight in an Italy “that kicks itself, disunited, lacerated, shatered 

and false”. A drifing that is coordinated by families at their barricaded soirées, arms dealers sipping on a 

cruise and bankers who have understandings with the government: the step from the 14th century to the 

present is short, very short. And it hurts. The Albe build up a work by their politcal nature, setng out  

this tme from the complex crosssing of the Ravenna poet’s work, begun last year with the Inferno: this 

brief poem for the stage should be considered as a highly precious marginal note to that experience. 

Like Dante’s colleagues who were struck to the ground by lightning “all and inebriated and done with 

love”, these stubborn and indomitable donkeys take on the arduous task of supportng and carrying the 

cross of Love “that strikes you in the head like thunder, taking from you the legs that bear every thing” 

and of making it visible to us, by means of a very lofy operaton stratfed between paintng, installaton, 

music and Theatre: love’s faithful. And we with them, we follow them, lined up.



18th June 2018

Love's faithful

BY MARIA DOLORES PESCE

The theatre of Marco Martnelli and Ermanna Montanari, and that of the Albe in their shared pulsaton, 

sometmes seems like a ship passing before an unknown contnent, the world that surrounds but does 

not belong to us, in search of an inlet, a river mouth, even a hazardous strait, in order to penetrate that  

contnent and, with an adventurous crew. reveal that world. Love’s faithful  too, a dramaturgical 

polyptych writen by Marco Martnelli, devised and directed as usual with Ermanna Montanari, appears 

as an exploraton among the shadows, a north-west passage towards the unknown that reveals itself as 

the thick fog of a distant dawn in 1321 penetrates the cracks of the world, reveals itself through the  

name of a poet, the poet Dante Alighieri who, malarial and close to the death he had so ofen lyrically 

prefgured, retraces the tmes and rhythms of an existence always shared with us.

An exploraton and therefore a discovery, the one discovery, beyond and through the impervious 

passage of death, that engine which drives all and illuminates every mystery, love with its faithful who, 

here and now, stll seek to redeem the world, to overturn the state of things that governs us, today as 

yesterday, that love which liberates from violence and, as the playwright puts it, saves “this fower bed 

that makes us so ferce”.

At botom it is another piece of the earth turned over “to plant the apple tree even if war breaks out  

tomorrow”. Love’s faithful therefore takes its place in the journey through Dante, begun in 2017 with 

the Inferno and scheduled to contnue with the other two parts of the Comedy. So along the familiar 

lines of the courses ploted by Martnelli, Montanari and the Albe, it stands as a sort of brief open 

commentary, linked to the main voyage.

A polyptych in seven panels, as we said, it speaks in seven diferent voices, all contained within the 

actng wisdom of an Ermanna Montanari who – it’s now a commonplace to say so – is outstanding in  

transfguring the word by making it pass through her body in such a way that it occupies the entre 

stage, building spaces and meanings, distlling them from a writng that retains their sounds by exaltng 

their signifying capacity, while young Simone Marzocchi on stage with his trumpet underscores  the 

sometmes unpredictable tonal passages and leaps.

An Ermanna Montanari, among other things, magically immersed in sudden fashes of light that cross 

the dark depths of the set in a pursuit of angelic Gioto fgures, almost open glances, between wonder 

and anguish, at the contemporary inferno.

A very fne show, enriched by the music of Luigi Ceccarelli and the magical shadows of Anousc  

Castglioni, which construct and fll the stage, paradoxically by “illuminatng” it: two of the wise folk  

who, as Martnelli writes, were instrumental to the defnitve formaton of the play.

The others: sound engineer Marco Olivieri, light designer Enrico Isola, and lights/video technician Fagio.  

Shadow technician Alessandro Pippo Bonoli, lights assistant Luca Pagliano.



18th June 2018

Naples Theatre Festval, success for “Love’s faithful”

BY ARMIDA PARISI

Marco Martnelli and Ermanna Montanari chose the Naples Theatre Festval for the natonal debut of 

their new show Love’s faithful. A resounding success, at least to judge from the endless standing 

ovaton, repeated for each of its three nights run at Sannazaro. A success that gives the lie to those who 

hold that experimental theatre is not in line with the tastes of the public who, instead, showed their 

appreciaton, and how! The show is part of the project on The Divine Comedy which the Teatro delle 

Albe founders have been involved in for the past two years, in view of the 2021 celebratons for the 

seven hundredth anniversary of Dante’s death. And it is precisely around the theme of death that 

Martnelli has devised this play in seven pictures.

They deal with the poet’s last hours of life, on his exile’s bed in Ravenna, in the throes of malaria. And 

with the help of a versatle, eclectc, amazing Ermanna Montanari, the spectator enters the mind of the 

genius: precisely him, he who in his verses give concrete form to the beyond and who, in his moral 

integrity, delineated the clear boundaries of good and evil. Now, on the threshold of the abyss that is 

sucking his life away, he is confused. Voices crowd his mind. There’s fog, the dense fog of Ravenna,  

which enters the room and muddles his memories. There’s a demon that disturbs him, and a donkey on 

which the poet has ofen ridden which reminds him  that all the living are on the cross. There’s the devil  

who reviews all human baseness, and there’s Italy which, then as now, persists in fomentng internal 

divisions rather than raising its eyes “to heaven” so that the reason of unity might prevail. Lastly there’s 

Antonia, the poet’s daughter, who assists him through his last hours: it is her voice that evokes 

moments of the poet’s youth, when he and his friends declared themselves “Love’s faithful”. The spirit, 

about to leave the body, recovers that distant tme when the frst encounter with Beatrice, at the age of  

nine, revealed to the child Dante the substance of his vocaton and destny. And it is in this moment,  

with the closing of the circle between past and present, that the poet is received by that Trinity which  

he had contemplated in his vision of faith, into the heart of that Love whose shining mystery he had 

sung like no other. The undisputable protagonist is the voice. Ermanna Montanari, reading centre stage, 

transforms it into a musical score, modulatng it with astonishing mastery: it sibilates when it is fog, 

squawks like a demon, brays when transformed into a donkey, grows indignant in politcal invectve and 

becomes sweet and gentle when speaking a daughter’s words. The power of her voice is fanked by that  

of Simone Marzocchi’s trumpet, which underscores the various moments with the music of Luigi 

Ceccarelli: dissonant, acute, strident and deafening sounds, then languid, breathless and sighing, 

underlining the oscillatng gamut of emotons. The same goes for the rare evocatve expertse of the 

light and shadow interventons, the work of Anusc Castglioni and Enrico Isola. Text and voice, word and 

image, silences and music grasp the spectators by the hand and guide them through a journey that is 

perturbing, and necessary as never before: the one that puts us face to face with ourselves, our 

responsibilites, our sense of being in the world.


